Gone is the time when the community of believers is guided to right course of fulfilment in and around a masjid. Now we go to masjid; pray and leave for that hectic pace of life around. We no longer have the guidance of larger than life figures like the Prophets, Caliphs and the pious generations that followed them. Now we have institutions that give mooring and ethical support. If set aright and maintained in tune with time, institutions can fill the vacuum, always. Mahal is one of such institutions we have. But Mahals go at a snail’s pace, when the time changes too fast. Mahal Soft is the initiative to herd the multifarious ways. Mahals run into the green pastures of modern technology.
Data Gathering

Mahal Soft merges the existing data such as members’ profiles, family charts, and occasions like birth and death with software, prunes them accordingly and transmits them back to online spaces and applications. As newer schemes, policies and benefits are issued by governments, the software makes the picking and duly notify the members through messages and App notifications. On occasions which no member usually skips like Friday prayer, a representative comes to masjids, gathers OMR sheets wherein data of members are filled, scans the data and feeds them on to the server.
Information at Fingertips

The information fed onto the server can be accessed via all devices that have built-in internet connectivity such as personal computers, laptops, tablet pcs, and smartphones. The updates of the existing information fed onto the server are timely done in the server itself.
SMS
SMS intimation is made to every registered family in regards to the scholarships, exam notifications, zakat benefits and many more
Notification regarding upcoming government examinations will be notified to the registered members via SMS, e-mail and app notifications. The beneficiaries are selected by an artificial intelligence algorithm present in the software.
Women Empowerment

Mahalsoft would make aware of the members the timely schemes, scholarship and policies addressing women.
Health

Mahalsoft would notify the members about free medical check-ups, treatments and therapies of all sorts
Organizing blood camps within the mahal is now easy with the data of its respective members made available.
A state of the art Accounts and Book-keeping software is also present in the Mahalsoft project which the mahals may use as they please.
The Mahalsoft software has an inbuilt ‘Student Management Software’ (SMS) were the student details, his academic performance, attendance and all manner of records may be kept.
Certificate

Marriage Certificate, Death Certificate, Membership Certificate etc can now be issued directly from their respective mahals
Mariage Intimation

The necessary documents, letters and proposals that are to be exchanged between the respective mahals between the would-be bride and groom can be facilitated easily using the mahalsoft software.
Timely Updates

The QR present in the member’s place would make updations such as marriage, birth, death etc a lot easier. These data can be verified by those in charge upon updation.
Digitalization

The digitalization of every Mahal will become a reality
Interconnectivity

Interconnectivity between two different mahals has never been this proficient before the inception of the Mahalsoft Project. The close communication between the mahals would help instigate meetings and other programs rather efficiently and easily.
Election

Mahalsoft has a very detailed record of its individual member. With the introduction of the I.D card a simple scan is only needed to access the information. These features would be extremely beneficial for mahal elections.
Budding Entrepreneurship

The data collected from different mahals and their individual members would give us an index of citizens who have a common skill set or goal which can be nurtured to start a new entrepreneurship.
Career Guidance

Admonishment regarding the difficulties and opportunities of different courses and branches can be made by members who are trained so and they can be easily identified and the seminars and or classes can be organized very effortlessly.
Professional Workshops

Study classes and campaigns for all professional courses including engineering, medicine, law etc can be easily conducted by the mahals as the educational qualification of each member is known and proceedings can be forwarded accordingly.
Mahalsoft brings all the registered mahals under one technological roof
For any and all queries, we have set up a help desk that operates from 9:30 am to 5:30 pm on all weekdays. Just contact 7034336336
The project had its official inauguration on the 3rd of October and ever since then it has proceeded smoothly thus far and has completed all tasks in an on-timely manner. The hurdles that were expected have been overcome with the effort and determination the entire team has displayed. The project has never moved past a self-imposed deadline and has always worked diligently and ardently and the fruits of the labor have been seen with the increased interconnectivity of all the mahals that the project has associated with so far. The close contact with the individual president, secretary and mahal board members have further helped with the cause and are one step forward with the final objective of the project which aimed at smooth communication between all the mahals in the state and bringing the same under one technological roof.
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